
Ultimate Sorter - Model 2 Operating Instructions

Setup

Ÿ Insert 3 collection bins in lower section.
Ÿ Attach bag on hooks below hopper.
Ÿ A proper size heavy duty extension cord must be used!

Operation

The following are only guidelines. 
Experience will determine what works best for you.

Ÿ Keep hopper partially filled with cases. Do not overfill.
Ÿ Moving the cases in the hopper toward the front holes by hand or with a small 
paddle will speed up the process. 
Ÿ Most “range junk” will go through to a bin but it is best to remove foreign objects 
when seen in the hopper . Spent bullets, particularly 45s, can jam a lane. 
Ÿ The sorter will typically achieve an accuracy rate of  98% or better for the first 
sort. A secondary sort will usually find all but a few of  the smaller cases that may 
remain in a bin. 
 
The sorting tray is a precision part with very tight tolerances. Batches of  used 
cases can contain almost any mixture in any condition. Cases will occasionally 
become slightly wedged in the lanes. Care should be taken to avoid damaging the 
tray when removing these cases.

Extra bins can be very useful, especially when doing a second sort. The standard 
bins supplied with the sorter  are usually available at Wal-Mart, WalMart.com., 
Target, Lowe’s, Home Depot and many other stores.

 

Eye & Ear Protection must be worn while operating the sorter.
The sorter must never be left unattended while running.

The sorter should not be used by minors.

The sorter is designed and built to sort EMPTY cartridge cases ONLY. 
The machine must never be used for loaded ammo.
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Please note: 
Due to factors beyond our control, machine sorting should never be considered as 100% accurate. 

No claims are made as to sorted brass cases being ready for any particular use. 
Final inspection and usage of cases is the users responsibility.

The makers of the Ultimate Sorter assume no liability beyond the purchase price of the machine.

WARNING - HOT!!!
The heavy duty motor of the Model 2 can get hot during operation.

The manufacturer specs say it will reach a temperature of 105 degrees.
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